INDUSTRY NEWS

BSA Excellence Awards Take Place in Chicago
On Monday evening, September 26, 2016, BSA President,
John Ruth, BDI, presented the very first Annual BSA Excellence Awards for outstanding service by bearing distributors
and bearing manufacturers to the end use customer.

The Bearing Manufacturer Excellence of Innovation in Product Design Award recognizes
companies for innovation and excellence in product design or technology. BSA distributor members reviewed and
ranked manufacturer innovation submissions. Among the
abundance of innovative product designs submitted, three
submissions were chosen to be recognized for their outstanding service to the end use customer.
The first Manufacturer Excellence Award was presented to

Baldor - Dodge for the Ultra Kleen Ball Bearing. The Dodge Ultra Kleen Ball Bearing features a stainless
steel insert available in both polymer and stainless steel housings. The insert includes the patented QuadGuard seal and
Maxlife cage which protects the bearing in extremely harsh
environments and provides extended life. The combination
of corrosion resistant features and advanced sealing make
the Ultra Kleen bearing perfect for demanding applications
found in the food and beverage industry. Ultra Kleen bearings can now be equipped with the new metal detectable end
cover which further improves reliability and safety for users.

Chris Keyser, vice president — channel management and
industry/packaged solutions accepted the award on behalf
of Baldor Electric Company for the Baldor - Dodge Ultra
Kleen ball bearing.
The second Manufacturer Excellence Award was presented to Schaeffler Group for the FAG SmartCheck.
The FAG SmartCheck from Schaeffler is a condition monitoring device that fits in the palm of your hand. It is a compact
yet powerful system that enables decentralized, permanent
machine condition monitoring. Smaller than a baseball yet
far more than a classic vibration measuring device, SmartCheck has its own internal network browser that enables
monitoring and diagnostics from
anywhere in the world. Combining an affordable price with a high
degree of safety, SmartCheck delivers a full range of machine diagnosis and rolling bearing-related
services.
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With its FAG SmartCheck vibration measuring device,
Schaeffler has taken condition monitoring to a whole new
level of convenience and portability. It all comes down to
avoiding costly downtime. But, don’t let its compact size fool
you! It is a fully self-contained online monitoring system.
Perfect for monitoring equipment like motors, pumps, gearboxes, fans and so much more.
Think of SmartCheck as kind of like a machine doctor. Just
attach it to your machine and it learns what the equipment
should be doing when it’s operating correctly, and alerts you
when its health begins to change. Plus, with an available
Schaeffler app, you can check the condition of your equipment right on your smartphone!
Kevin Kozlowski, vice president, industrial distribution
Americas, Schaeffler Group USA, Inc. accepted the Award on
behalf of Schaeffler Group for the FAG SmartCheck.
The third Manufacturer Excellence Award for outstanding service to the end use customer was presented to The

Timken Company for the Timken Sheave Pac
Bearing Assembly. The Timken Company introduced

this product to help increase safety and improve uptime on
oil rigs. The Timken Sheave Pac bearing assembly was designed to eliminate the need to re-grease the traveling block
or crown block on oil rigs.
In the past, maintenance personnel performed the challenging task of re-lubricating the crown and traveling blocks
situated hundreds of feet above the rig platform. The Timken Sheave Pac alleviates that job through its sealed-for-life
sheave bearing assembly, helping to increase safety for rig
workers and reduce expensive downtime.
The pre-greased, pre-set and unitized Timken Sheave Pac
can eliminate the need for re-greasing the bearing because
Timken engineers designed the bearing assemblies to run an
entire operating cycle between rebuild without the need for
re-lubrication or additional maintenance. The Sheave Pac
assembly easily interchanges with current industry-standard
bearing assemblies and seals.
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The Sheave Pac bearing provides the rig operator increased profitability, efficiency and operational safety. These
benefits result from the elimination of sheave grease maintenance, which increases block availability and the removal
of placing personnel in dangerous positions associated with
standard block grease maintenance.
Chris Coughlin, executive vice president and group president at The Timken Company, accepted this Award on behalf
of The Timken Company for the Sheave Pac Bearing Assembly.
The 2016 BSA CBS Excellence Award recognizes BSA Distributor Companies with the highest percentage of their inside and outside sales force’s having attained
CBS status. BSA’s Certified Bearing Specialist (CBS) program
is the only bearing industry-specific program that identifies
and quantifies the specific skill sets to certify an industry
professional as a bearing specialist.
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On Monday night, BSA recognized three companies with
Honorable Mentions for this Award. B&D Industrial, BDI
USA and Motion Industries Canada Inc. received special
recognition for the number of Certified Bearing Specialists
within their sales force.
Both of the CBS Excellence Award winning distributor
companies have over 20 percent of their total sales force
holding CBS status. This award recognizes the esteemed regard of the CBS designation by these two companies specifically, and the industry as a whole.
The recipients of the 2016 CBS Excellence Award for outstanding service to the bearing end use customer are BDI
Canada Inc. and Bearing Headquarters Com-

pany.

Bill Shepard, who is a Certified Bearing Specialist himself
and is vice president southwest region and marketing for BDI
USA accepted the award for BDI Canada. Jim Scardina who
serves as the senior vice president of Bearing Headquarters
Company accepted the award for Bearing Headquarters
Company.
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SMT

ANNOUNCES FORMATION OF SMART MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY JAPAN LTD.

SMT is proud to announce the formation of Smart Manufacturing Technology Japan LTD. (SMTJ), a subsidiary of SMT.
The new office in Japan is the latest installment of the company’s expanding reach worldwide.
A lot of Japan’s excellent development and manufacturing companies in aerospace, automotive, bearing, marine,
off-highway, rail and wind, were founded by engineers full
of monozukuri spirit. That spirit will be the bedrock on
which bonds will be built and nurtured between SMT and
its customers. SMTJ will support these engineers and the
Southeast Asia area from this new Japanese hub.
David Beedan, director at SMT, says “The opening of a
new business unit on the Asian continent will substantially help keep close ties and build stronger relationships
with our customers across the globe. With growth comes
exciting opportunities and I have full confidence that the
new and experienced team in Japan will deliver and exceed the SMT values.”
“As well as provide support and services to customers in
Japan , the team will help open more doors to culturally
proximate markets as well as provide greater access to sectors on the Australasian continent,” he added.

PKB

AWARDED CONTRACT TO SUPPORT MARS 2020 MISSION

Pacamor Kubar Bearings (PKB), a Troy, NY manufacturer of
ball bearings for aerospace and defense systems, was recently awarded a contract by Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) to
supply critical hardware for the Mars 2020 mission.
Scheduled to launch in 2020, the robotic science rover
will investigate key questions about the habitability of Mars
and assess natural resources and hazards in preparation
for future human expeditions to the red planet. Under the

new contract, PKB will manufacture ball bearings for several motors in the robotic arm actuator and sample caching system. The instruments will enable scientists to identify and select a collection of rock and soil samples that will
be analyzed and stored for potential return to Earth.
“PKB has been supporting NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) programs and missions for over 10 years,” said Ed
Osta, president of Pacamor Kubar Bearings. “We are grateful
for NASA and SNC’s continued confidence in our ability to
produce reliable aerospace bearings for these vital missions.
PKB is committed to the success of this mission and proud
to partake in this project. We look forward to continuing our
longstanding relationships with JPL and SNC.”
PKB understands the unique challenges presented by aerospace and guidance applications. Temperature extremes and
the vacuum of space create demanding requirements for the
lubricant type and its ability to withstand the environment.
To meet this demand, PKB is providing precise and reliable
products in support of successful missions.
“SNC appreciates the PKB’s commitment to deliver the
promised product within the assured timeline” said Jason
Priebe, vice president of productions/operations for SNC’s
Space Systems business area. “Reliable suppliers are crucial to
developing a final product that you’re proud to stand behind.”
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